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MONDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
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1:00 PM — 5:00 PM
9:00 AM — 9:00 PM
9:00 AM — 9:00 PM
9:00 AM — 9:00 PM
9:00 AM — 9:00 PM
9:00 AM — 5:00 PM
9:00 AM — 5:00 PM
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200 S. Church Road, Bensenville, IL 60106

MARCHMARCH

https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/54d44bce-18bf-3c1e-fa28-71bc184fb47d-eng/Home?searchId=48958268&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/16164bde-3d97-1139-a4cf-58f191144fcf-eng/Home?searchId=48958645&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/a5dd31f7-f8ec-3c6b-1a00-88036fe53e7d-eng/Home?searchId=48958962&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/ee1b313b-cd4a-0478-7e31-db0a25ab3425-eng/Home?searchId=48959224&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/18fe5a8f-ec30-3b48-509a-92e92fa76f43-eng/Home?searchId=48959537&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/7726bff3-d88d-df56-9b5c-c6cbd0f78aa2-eng/Home?searchId=48959826&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
http://benlib.org/
http://benlib.org/


DEBUT
NOVELS

COMING SOON IN CASE YOU
MISSED IT...

Never Been Better by Leanne T. Simpson

All Our Yesterdays by Joel H. Morris

Divorcees by Rowan Beaird

James by Percival Everett
Jim, an enslaved man facing
separation, hides on Jackson Island.
Huck, having faked his death, embarks
on a transformative journey down the
Mississippi, challenging societal
norms. Everett's James reinterprets
Huck Finn's narrative.

Murder Road
by Simone St. James
In 1995, April and Eddie's honeymoon
detours into horror when they pick up
a hitchhiker on a haunted road, leading
to supernatural events, unexplained
murders, and a fight for survival.

Until August
by Gabriel Garcia-Marquez
Ana Magdalena Bach, happily married,
takes a yearly ferry to her mother's
island grave, indulging in a night of
passion, exploring desire's depths and
confronting hidden fears.

How to Solve Your Own
Murder by Kristen Perrin
In 1965, a fortune-teller predicts
Frances's future murder. Decades
later, her niece, Annie, investigates in
Castle Knoll, unearthing secrets, lies,
and a deadly mystery surrounding her
aunt's death.

After a year post-psych ward,
Dee struggles with unrequited
love for Matt as he and Misa
marry in Turks and Caicos. She
faces a dilemma: confess her
feelings or jeopardize their
support system. Love or
recovery?

In 11th-century Scotland, a noble
girl, burdened by guilt and
prophecy, survives a sadistic
marriage. Her cunning leads to
freedom, but as Lady Macbeth,
she faces power struggles,
tragedy, and a haunting curse,
risking all for her family and
love.

Socially awkward Lois,
navigating divorce, spends
mandated weeks at a ranch. Her
life shifts with Greer's arrival,
leading to late nights, excess,
and self-discovery. Beaird's
debut explores 1950s women's
struggles for freedom, revealing
complex characters and their
desperate quests.

Australians and Americans
collide when their daughters
marry. Stranded by a volcanic
eruption on a tropical island,
the families confront romance,
secrets, ambition, parenthood,
and unexpected connections in
paradise.

Tova, a widow grappling with
her son's mysterious
disappearance, finds solace
working at an aquarium. Her
unlikely friendship with
Marcellus, a giant Pacific
octopus, unveils hidden truths
and offers hope.

In Nazi-occupied Paris,
Detective Eddie Giral faces a
moral crisis as he grapples with
his role enforcing an oppressive
regime. Old friends and flames
seek his help, challenging his
convictions amidst the blurred
lines of justice and war's
ravages. Eddie's moral compass
is repeatedly tested.

COMING 3/5/24

Paris Requiem by Chris Lloyd

Remarkably Bright Creatures 
by Shelby Van Pelt

Island Time by Georgia Clark

COMING 3/12/24

COMING 3/19/24

COMING 3/26/24

https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/6b37e7b5-eb6e-078a-e8fe-99b19209d1e9-eng/Home?searchId=48960711&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3206107?searchId=48962106&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3208997?searchId=48962584&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/cd7ac41a-4e70-8e85-3988-a22dad7211ea-eng/Home?searchId=48966560&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/fbdc8ef1-eca9-e25c-ee13-5ded87783b90-eng/Home?searchId=48967112&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3134611?searchId=48967699&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3207645?searchId=48965336&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3231760?searchId=48963781&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/be72df9a-69c6-8a10-adbc-3ebde2bc286f-eng/Home?searchId=48964342&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/6895ab3a-e1b0-6e65-0137-2b21b476cba6-eng/Home?searchId=48965956&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3029206?searchId=2034573&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3029206?searchId=2034573&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3029206?searchId=2034573&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3029206?searchId=2034573&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex

